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PAYMENT PLATFORM ON AMAZON WEB SERVICE

RUNNING A  SECURE MESSAGING AND

CASE STUDY: FONIX MOBILE

When Fonix formed in January 2014, it brought together a team with more than 

150 years of combined SMS and mobile technology experience, and a desire 

to deliver a more flexible and efficient messaging platform for businesses than 

anything currently available.

To maximize flexibility and efficiency, the team made an early decision to 

run their platform on AWS. Marcus Kern, Chief Technology Officer, explains 

that while he and others at Fonix appreciated working with other hosting and 

co-location companies in the past, working in AWS enables them to install and 

easily manage the capacity they need and have the ability to expand at any 

time.

That said, the team did its due diligence before selecting AWS. “In addition 

to general concerns about things like data privacy, the big question we had 

to answer about AWS was whether it was feasible to run our platform in the 

cloud securely, which we quickly figured out was a definite yes,” said Kern. 

AWS  delivers a solid security foundation with built-in features, like highly 

secure facilities and infrastructure, and services like comprehensive Identity 

and Access Management (IAM), built-in firewalls and encrypted data storage. 

AWS is also extremely transparent about the security services it delivers versus 

what is the responsibility of the customer. Basically, while AWS secures the 

underlying infrastructure, AWS customers are responsible for securing their 

applications and data. At Fonix, that meant looking for partners and tools to 

help secure its messaging platform and data. 

“As a relatively young company, we want our customers to know that we’re 

serious about security and more important, we don’t want data in our system to 
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fall into the wrong hands,” said Kern. “Our ultimate goal is to achieve ISO 27001 compliance and fortunately, we’re 

already well on our way to achieving that goal.” 

CLOUD-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION

One of the first security layers that Fonix identified as being useful in their network was intrusion detection and 

vulnerability scanning, both by identifying potential weaknesses as well as suspicious activity on its network. The 

cloud, like any IT environment, is an attractive target for hackers and with their systems managing SMS messages and 

subscriber information, keeping that data safe from attackers was deemed critical for the success of their business.

The team’s initial approach was to hire a company to monitor network traffic, but this 

quickly proved expensive and limited—the monitoring didn’t include deep security expertise or 24x7 monitoring. It 

also left much of security management in the hands of Fonix, as the team was expected to know how to correlate, 

analyze and remediate detected vulnerabilities. Kern set out to look for a new intrusion detection solution that was 

cloud-based, that could be operated in-house when desired and was also delivered as a managed service. 

Kern evaluated Alert Logic Threat Manager as well as other IDS listed in the AWS Marketplace and ultimately decided 

to implement Threat Manager. “Alert Logic Threat Manager had the intrusion detection capabilities we needed and 

was definitely the most cloud-friendly solution.”

During his initial two week trial of Threat Manager, Kern liked that he didn’t need to install a physical appliance 

to collect event information and also that Threat Manager included the ability to scan Fonix’s AWS network for 

vulnerabilities. Part of the planned ISO 27001 certification involves working with external auditors to identify and 

mitigate vulnerabilities, and Kern will be able to use Threat Manager vulnerability scanning to find and address many 

issues on his own, then share results with external auditors using Threat Manager reports.

As a technology process focused organization, a huge value to Fonix is the Threat Manager ActiveWatch service. 

With ActiveWatch, GIAC-certified analysts in the Alert Logic Security Operations Center (SOC) monitor customer 

environments 24x7, identifying suspicious activity, evaluating the severity of threats and helping customers mitigate 

issues. “Alert Logic provides the perfect mix of artificial intelligence from their product suite and human intelligence 

from their security operations center to give us fast remediation actions that keep us secure and compliant,” said 

Kern. 

- Marcus Kern, Chief Technology Officer

“ALERT LOGIC PROVIDES THE PERFECT MIX OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FROM THEIR PRODUCT SUITE AND HUMAN INTELLIGENCE FROM 

THEIR SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTER TO GIVE US FAST REMEDIATION ACTIONS THAT KEEP US SECURE AND COMPLIANT.”

- Marcus Kern, Chief Technology Officer
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WORKING WITH ALERT LOGIC

Implementing Alert Logic Threat Manager in AWS was straightforward. After a web session with an Alert Logic 

product trainer, Kern set up initial security monitoring policies and initiated network scans. Currently, he’s cross-

training members of the Fonix technical team on the administration of the Alert Logic platform. In the coming months, 

he plans to have Threat Manager integrated with the company’s helpdesk system. For example, when there’s an alert 

from the Alert Logic SOC, it will automatically create a case in their helpdesk system for the team to manage, like any 

other notification or alert. 

Kern’s advice for working with Alert Logic or when looking for a security partner for AWS in general, is to find a 

company that embraces the cloud. “There’s a difference between companies that work natively in the cloud versus 

those that try to retrofit their products to it,” said Kern. “If you really want to take advantage of the flexibility and 

efficiency of cloud environments, make sure your cloud partners are equally flexible.” 


